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~ A  linear transmission path of a communication network is considered, where some interfering tn~c 
of random character is assumed. Limit theorems and laws of iterated logarithm are derived for the asymptotic 
network delay by the help of weak and strong invariance principles. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a network transmission path involving n + I nodes (numbered from 0 to n) and n 
transmission fines. The channels are assumed to be noiseless, perfectly reliable and to have the 
same (say unit) capacity. Our task is to route a message of length k through the network. We 
assume that this transmission path is a part of a larger network, hence some other traffic can 
interfere with the transmission, i.e. our transmission lines are not sure to be free. This fact will be 
taken into consideration by assuming that within a given unit period each channel has the same 
probability p of being free, independently of each other and of their state in the past. 
We can proceed in two different ways according to the message and packet switching 
method of transmission (see [I]). The message can be transmitted step by step in its entirety or 
it can be decomposed into k packets of unit length, which are forwarded through the network 
simultaneously. We are interested in the network delay for both switching methods. 
Denote T~, resp. Tk, the network delay for message and packet switching. We are going to 
analyse the asymptotic behaviour of these quantities as n tends to infinity. 
2. RESULTS FOR MESSAGE SWITCHING 
Denote Xj the total time that the message spends passing through the jth channel, i.e. the 
sum of the waiting time in queue at the 0"- 1)st node and the message transmission time. The 
latter is proportional to the length of the message. Here we chose the channel capacities to be 
unit, therefore the transmission time amounts to k. The queueing time is the waiting time for the 
first "free" state of the channel, it takes the value i with probability p(1-p) ~ i=O, 1 . . . .  
X~,X2 . . . .  are independent identically distributed random variables with mean ~k = 
k - 1 + p-~ and variance o'k 2 = p-2 _ p-i, hence the asymptotic distribution of the network delay 
is obtained from classical results of probability theory. 
PROPOSITION 1 
(a) fim n-IT'~ = l~k a.s. and in L~ too. 
B.,.~o 
(b) nlr:Ok-l(n-IT'~-- pt)~dN(O, I) 
where ~d stands for convergence in distribution and N(0, I) denotes the standard normal 
distribution. [] 
Here we assume that once a channel becomes free, our message reserves it for all the 
transmission time. Actually it would be reasonable to suppose the waiting time before 
transmitting a long message to be longer. For example, if the message should wait for k 
consecutive "free" states of the channel, then 
k k 
p.kf /~lp- i  and ¢rk2fp-k(l--p)~lp"lz:.. 
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3. PACKET SWITCHING, A REFORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
If numbered packets are sent successively through the network then they move at different 
speed rates: the one having the greater number needs the longer time for travelling through the 
network, since it often has to wait for the sake of packets with smaller number. Is this 
additional queueing significant compared with the transmission time of the number one packet? 
We shall see it isn't. 
Denote X# the time that the ith packet spends at the jth channel after the preceding packet 
has passed through. Then 
X~j i=1 ,2  . . . . .  k; j= l ,2  . . . . .  n 
are independent random variables with negative binomial distribution of first order, further 
Ttj = Xt.t + Xt: +" • ' + Xt,j 
T~j=(Ti.~-t v T/_t.j)+Xi~ T/,o=0 i->2. (1) 
Let us form the matrix (Xt~)t,~ ..... k:~=t ..... , and consider all the paths connecting Xt., with X~,, 
which step from any element o its right or lower neighbour in the matrix. These " (n - + k) - paths 
are said to be admissible. For each admissible path let us form the sum of the elements reached 
along the way. By induction it can easily be seen that the maximum of these sums equals T~,. 
This reformulation provides an easy approach to the problem. 
4. LIMIT THEOREMS 
Since the knowledge of the exact law according to which the random variables Xsj distribute 
provides no additional information on the asymptotic behaviour of T~,, therefore throughout 
the rest of this paper (X u) i=  1 . . . . .  k; j - -1 . . . . .  n will denote an arbitrary array of in- 
dependent identically distributed random variables with mean ~ and variance ~.  The 
dependence of T~, on the distribution of Xaj will be expressed, if necessary, by writing T~,(X#). 
Note that in our model of packet switching/z = p-t and 0 .2 = p-2 _ p-t. 
PROPOSmON 2
lim n-tT~, =/z a.s. andinL2. 
R--¢~ 
Proof. Suppose first that X e/~ 0. Let m be a fixed positive integer and (d - 1)m < n ~ din. 
An upper estimate of Tt.~(Xi~) can be obtained in the following way: 
Let us divide the matrix into k x m cells by holding up the elements of the same row by re's, 
and for each admissible path let us form the sum of all the elements tanding in the cells 
reached on the way. Thus 
T~d.(X,i) <- Tz.(Sd.,.j) 
where 
From this we have 
S&l . j  - -  - -  Xi.(j-l)d+r. 
r=| 
n-tTt. (X#) ~ ((d - l)m)-t Tg d= (X~j) ~ m-tTt~ ((d - l)-t Sd,,. j). 
Applying the strong law of large numbers we obtain that 
limsup n-tT~,(~i) ~_ k + m - 1 EXij. a.s. 
n--*ee m 
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Since m can be arbitrary large, therefore 
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limsup n -~ T~(X~) -</~. a.s. (2) 
n ...,,¢z 
This result can easily be extended to the general case by applying (2) to the truncated 
variables X#(a)=(- a) v X,~ (a>0). 
Finally, since 
therefore 
/~ < liminf n-'T~,(X~), 
tl.-gv 
and the proof of the a.s. convergence is completed. 
The convergence in L, follows from the fact that in-' T~ [ is majorized by the L,-convergent 
k 
sequence n -~ ~ ~ IX~}. [] 
j - I  i - I  
The above proposition asserts that the average speeds of the different packets do not differ 
asymptotically. It means also that in our model the network delay is much less for packet 
switching than for message switching. 
I~ovosmos 3
nln~-l(n-tT~-#)-*ark(W1, W: . . . . .  Wk) 
where Wi, W,,. . . ,  Wk are independent s andard Wiener processes and Tk denotes the following 
functional operating on functions f = (fl . . . . .  fk): [0, 1]--* R k 
~'k(f~ . . . . .  /k) = sup {~ ( f ( t~) - f ( tH) ) :  O= to < tm <- . " . <= tk_~ <- t& = 1}. 
i . , I  
Proof. The proof is an immediate application of the multidimensional invariance principle 
(see [21). 
For i = l, 2 . . . . .  k let $~(t) (0 <- t <-_ l) denote a random broken line with breaking points 
Then 
( r/n, n-I~cr-~ . (Xij- #)) r=O, 1 . . . . .  n. 
(S~,,, S~ . . . . . . .  S~,)-* a ( W,, W~ . . . . .  Wk ) 
in CR~[O, 11. 
One can readily verify that 
Irk(Sl . . . . . . .  Sk.,)-nlncr-t(n-ITk, -#)}~0 a.s. 
Since ~'k is continuous on the space Cs, [0, 1], the proof is completed. [] 
It appears to be very difficult to determine the exact distribution of ~-~(W~ . . . . .  Wk) in 
general. In the simplest non-trivial case, i.e. when k--2, the calculation can be carried out as 
follows: 
Denote I~'~ =(W~+ W~)/'x/2 and I~'2--(W~- W,)~/2. Then ~j and ~ are independent standard 
Wiener processes and r~(W, W~) can be written in the form 
~',(W~, W2)=V'2 sup g/:(t)+(lfV~(1)-19¢'2(1))/%/2. 
O~t~l 
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The joint distribution of the terms on the right-hand side is well-known, from this a 
straightforward calculation yields the joint density function of (WI(1), ~'2(WI, W:)): 
hl2(x, y) = ¢(x)¢(y)+ 4)(x)y¢(y) if x < y and 0 otherwise 
where • and ¢ stand for the standard normal distribution and density function. The cor- 
responding distribution function is 
fO(x)O(y)- x~(x)¢(y ) -  ¢(x)¢(y) if x < y 
Hi.2(x, y) = ~ 4)~(y) - y¢(y)O(y) - ¢2(y) if x ->_ y. 
The ex~ctation and the covariance matrix of this distribution are 
/ 
(0,2/X/~r) and ~I12 2--41¢r/" 
PILOPoSrrlON 4 
and 
limsup n lrZ(2o~ loglog n )-tn( n -~ Tk~ - ~ ) = ~/ k 
/ I .=~ 
liminf n In(2o "z loglog n )- In(n-I  T~, - ~ ) = - 1 
with probability 1. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3, we use again invariance principles: the functional 
version due to $¢assen of the law of iterated ioprithm (see [3]). By this theorem, the sequence 
(2 Ioglog n)-InSt,, (n = I, 2 .... ) 
is relatively compact in the space C[0, 1] and the set of its limit points coincides with the set ,9' 
of absolutely continuous  E C[0, 1] such that s(0) = 0 and 
Consequently 
,I ~ (s'(t)) 2 dt $1. 
limsup/!imi_qf/n l (2oa log, log n )-In(n-~ T~, - ~ ) 
= limsuplliminfl r,((2 lol0og n)-tn $1., . . . . .  (2 logiog n )-INS,,, ) 
n~ m,.aaD 
= sup/inf/{l't(st . . . . .  s,): s~ . . . . .  s, E ~'}. 
If s E ~ and 0 ~ t. :i h ~ 1 then by HOlder's inequality s(h)  - s(h)  ~ (t2 - Ii) 112. Thus 
sup {¢,(sj . . . . .  s,): s~ . . . . .  s~ E Sq ~ sup {~ (t~ - t~_l)ln: O= to <- t~ ~ " " ~ tk-i <- h = l } = x /k  
and this value is attained when t~ =//k and 
( ! if O~t~tH 
st(t) = x /kX  -t~-O if tH  < t < ti 
if t~ ~ t <-1 " 
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On the other hand 
inf {~t(s~ . . . . .  st): sj . . . . .  st ~ b°}--> inf {s(1): s E b~} = - I, 
which is attained when s~(t) . . . . .  st(t) = - t. This completes the proof. 
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5. THE OPPOSITE QUESTION 
In this section we shall deal with the following problem of opposite type: Where do the 
packets of the message stay in'the communication system at a given moment? 
Since the waiting time of the ith packet at the source node is not less than i-1, therefore we 
shall denote by U# the number of steps it makes during the first j+ l - I  periods. 
Let Y# l = 1,2 . . . . .  k; j = 1,2 . . . . .  be independent identically distributed indicator variables 
with P(Y# = 1) = p. The following relations are similar to (!): 
U~j = YL~ + Y l~ + ' " " + Y~j 
u~j = (U,j_, + ~;)  ^  u,_tj U~o = o 
By induction it can be shown that 
U~.=min{~ 
j - j ( i - I )+l  
Consequently 
i~2. 
Yo: o = Ro) ~ i ( I ) -<. . .  --< Rt -  1 _-< i(k) = n} 
= -max ( -  Y~i): 0 =/ (0 ) -< J(1) ----''" <-j(k - 1) -</ (k)  = n . 
, j=j( i - I)+l 
n-'~lu~ + r~. - ~jl--,o a.s., 
in other words, the opposite problem leads to the same mathematical situation as the initial one. 
Thus from the preceding Propositions limit results can be obtained for the asymptotic location 
of the packets in the network, keeping in mind that it is Ug,_k+m which gives the position of the 
ith packet after n periods. 
l~oPosrnoN 5 
(a)  
(b) 
where 
lim n-~Uk,._t+i = p withprobabil ity 1, 
R. .4~z  
(0 , , . ,  0~,. . . . .  Ok . . )~d- (WO) ,  T2(W,, W:) . . . . .  Tk(W, . . . . .  Wk)) 
0~.  = n ll~(p(1 - p) ) -~(n  -~ U~._i+) - P ). [] 
We remark that the results and proofs of this paper can easily be carried over the case when 
the probabilities of "free" states differ for different channels. Naturally the probabilities Pi 
must fulfil some conditions of Lindeberg type, e.g. for the extension of Proposition 3 the 
condition 
n 
(rain p2)~(pF'-pi-I)-~oo as n--,~ 
Iggi~:n i~1 
will do. Details are left to the reader. 
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6. OPEN PROBLEMS 
Finally we mention some open problems which are worth dealing with. 
It would he of independent interest to investigate the asymptotic distribution or at least the 
expectation of ~-~(W~ . . . . .  Wt), when k tends to infinity. The best estimate I know at the moment is 
the following: 
C~k u~ < E~'~( W~ ..... W~) < C~(k log k) ~2. 
The lower estimate is obtained by imposing further estrictions on the partition of [0, 1] in the 
definition of ~-~: 
{-~1 i -1  k ~_" 1} ~-~(W~ . . . . .  W~)-> sup (W~(ti)- W~(ti_~)): to=O,t~ = l , -~-~t t~ 
= (k-  1)-~r~ ~'~(~'~,_,, ~ , )  
where 
..u2/. / i - l+t \  i - I  
*,, = (k - l)irz ( Wi,, (i k I i t ) [: ~ i - I  k-1  
that is I~'1, ~2 . . . . .  l~'~-z are independent s andard Wiener processes. 
For the upper estimate notice that if the intervals [t~_~, t~] are arranged in decreasing order, 
then the length of the ith one does not exceed 11£ Therefore 
{ } ~'k(W~ . . . . .  Wk)~,.~ jv sup ~( t ) -  ~(s) :O~-s<-t<- l , t -s~l l i  .
On the r.h.s, for fixed i 
; {[ [ .~ .  1 r]} sup{Wj( t ) -Wj(s ) :O~s~t<- l , t -s~l / i} '~2 v sup Wl(t)-Wj(s)[:t,s E '7 
r~ l  
i 
= 2i -~/2 v (sup SV#(t)- inf l~,(t)) 
r - !  O~t'= I O~tgll 
where 
are independent standard Wiener processes. 
Taking expectation it follows that 
j= l ,2  . . . . .  k;r= l,2 . . . . .  i 
E~(WI  ..... Wk)~4 i -In v v sup gtj,(t)=O i-la(Iog&) uz =0((klogk)Irz). 
j-I v-! O~t~l 
It is another interesting problem to characterize the asymptotic network delay in the case 
when k is not fixed but it tends to infinity with n. 
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